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List of countries by system of government

Name Constitutional form Head of state Basis of executive legitimacy

Afghanistan Republic Executive Presidency is independent of 
legislature

Albania Republic Ceremonial Ministry is subject to parliamentary 
confidence

Algeria Republic Executive Presidency independent of 
legislature; ministry subject t...

Andorra Constitutional 
monarchy

Ceremonial Ministry is subject to parliamentary 
confidence
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List of countries by system of government - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_countries_by_system_of_government

Overview Contents Map Systems of governance Systems of internal governance European Union

This is a list of countries by system of government. There is also a political mapping of
the world that shows what form of government each country has, as well as a brief
description of what each form of government entails. The list is colour-coded according to
the type of government, for example: blue represents a republic with an executive head of
state, and pink is a constitutional monarchy with a ceremonial head of state. The colouâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

List of countries by system of government - cs.mcgill.ca
https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~rwest/wikispeedia/wpcd/wp/l/List_of...
This is a list of countries categorized by system of government. Presidential / Separated
republics. Where a president is the active head of the executive branch of government
and is independent from the legislature.

Systems of Government by Country - ChartsBin.com
chartsbin.com/view/6kx
Communist - a system of government in which the state plans and controls the economy
and a single ... Countries by Their Political System. 2.30 rating | 11,086 views ...

Talk:List of countries by system of government/Archive
â€¦
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:List_of_countries_by_system_of...
Query. Dear WikiTeam, Thanks for putting together such comprehensive entry. I am a
legal expert in international electoral assistance and observation, and I was wondering if
your work was ever incorporated in a longer form resource publication, i.e. with case
studies of examples of countries' constitutional history and transitions.

List of countries by system of government - ipfs.io
https://ipfs.io/.../List_of_countries_by_system_of_government.html
List of countries by system of government. ... This is a list of the states categorized by
system of government. List of countries UN member states and observers.

List of countries by date of transition to republican ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_date_of...
This is a list of countries by date of their last transition from a monarchy to a republican
form of government.There were two periods in recent history when many such
transitions took place:

List of forms of government - RationalWiki
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/List_of_forms_of_government
List of forms of government could ... and Unitary countries are not political systems in ...
A system of government in which there is no distinction between ...

List of countries by system of government - Gaea Wiki
gaeawiki.com/index.php?title=List_of_countries_by_system_of_government
Alphabetical list of countries Map Systems of Governance By Executive organisation
Presidential/Separated republics Full presidential systems. Systems in which the head of
state is also the head of government.

The World Factbook â€” Central Intelligence Agency
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/...
If you have information relating to Iraq which you believe might be of interest to the US
Government, ... The World Factbook ... governed by a system known as the ...

Countries Compared by Government > Government â€¦
www.nationmaster.com › Home › Country Info › Stats › Government
constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary system of government and a
Commonwealth realm: Argentina: republic: ... "Countries Compared by Government >
Government type.

Unitary state Countries - Government
www.governmentvs.com/en/unitary-state-countries/model-101-4
List of Unitary state countries. Home. ... The government system in each country is set
according to ... countries that have Unitary state as their form of government
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What is the system of government?



What type of government does Europe have?



What countries have a republic government?
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